
C H A P T E R I. 

INTRODUCTION 

The different areas of early Bengal, covering an area 

of 80,000 square miles 1 with an immense source of alluvial 

deposit between the Tippara hills in the East, the Shillong 

plateau and Nepalese Terai in the North and the high lands 

of the Rajmahal and Chhotanagpur in the West, with the 

Janapadas of Gaud a - Pundra - Varendra - Radha - S umha -. . . 
Tamralipti - Samatata - Var'lga - Vaflgala - Harikela watered 

1 

by the BhagTrathl - Karatoya - Brahmaputra - Padma - Heghna 

and many other tributories2 , played a very significant part 

in moulding the history of ancient India. 

On the basis of information it has been possible to 

locate the principal divisions of early Bengal. Accordingly 

four political and cultural regions have been identified, 

each of which had distinct character of its own. The different 

areas (Janapadas) of early Bengal came to be known after the 

names of the original inhabitants. Fbr example, the Pundras 

exercises control over the regions lying between the North 

of the Ganges and the W3s t of the Brahamaputra. The area was 

known as Pundravardhana. The Sumhas or the Radhas inhabited the . " ,,. 

area lying to the western part of the Ganges. It was known 
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as ancient RS.dha._ The vangas inhabited the area lying 
- ·-

between the Bhagirathi in the west, the Padma, the lower 

Brahamaputra and the Meghna in the east corresponding to 

the ancient Kingdom of Venga, possibly Gangaridai of the 

classical! writers. The poet Kalidasa place~:. the Vaflgas amidst 

the stream of the Ganges. In some Jaina works the region to. 

the west of the Bhagirathi such as Tamluk, is included in 

Va~ga. But Vaflga proper was restricted ·to the Eastern part 

of the Gangetic delta. 

In the east of the Heghna lie the ancient Kingdom of 

Samatata corresponding to modern Chittagong divisions. The 
. - ·- . 

territory was mentioned the Allahabad Pillar inscription of 

Samudra Gupta and others records. The Brihat-Samhitf~ a work 
• 

of the 6th Century A.D. distinguishes it from Vanga which has 

been supported by the narrative of Hiuen-Tsang in the next 

Century . where he. describes it as a low and moist country on 

the sea side that lay to the South of Kamarupa which has been 

identified with Badkamta in the district of Tippera lying 12 

miles west of Camilla. 

rater on, another political sub-region called Gauda, 
-· 

lying in the Hooghly-BhB.girathi zone and inhabited by ·a 

section of people called the Gau~as, came into existence in 

early Bengal. 
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The city of G~udapura has been mentioned by P.anini and Gauda 
• • 

as the name of a country occured in the Artha~astra of Kautilya 
• 

and other sansKrit works. In the Brihat-Samhita Gauda territory . 
is distinguished from Pundra (North Bengal) and Tamralinata 

•. ! 

as well as from Vanga and Samalata • • 

Human life in the Delta has been deeply influencedbv 

the rivers like the Brahmaputra, the tla~ga ~nd the Meghna had 

played significant part in the field of the agrarian production 

of the area. Besides rene wing the fields, the rivers carry an 

immense npmber of fish which provide a ready source of food 

for the delta dwellers. The network of tributaries also provides 

a ready made system of interconnecting waterways for easy 

communication and economical transportation. 4 The rivers have 

been of strategic importance as is attested by the.establishment 

of principal political centres, beside the rivers commanding 

access to the ~ifferent geographic areas of the delta. The 

area being girdled by numerous unsurmountable rivers made the 

region inaccessible as well as inadmissible to foreign invaders. 

Hence a sense of gregariousness was fostered in the .nature of 

.the people. Prolonged rainy season and frequent flood made the 

I 1 

area impassable and the people indomitable IIJho could successfully 

resist foreign aggression and whenever opportunity came they rose 
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in rebellion. Horeover the alluvic.l soil of the regions 

resulted in the huge agrarian production. The warmhumid 

climate, in conjunction with the fartility of the land, 

made the region an extraordinary productive agricultural 

land which wa_s capable of s Upf:O rt ing a large surplus 

consuming class. Over and above the gulf region of the 

South-Eastern J:art of Bengal and so many nevigable rivers 

with natural ports fostered the trade and commerce of the 

area. These enriched the economic condition and this economic 

self-sufficiency gave birth to the sprit of political 

self-sufficiency of the area. 

In the Vedic Age the different areas were not included 

within the frontier of Aryandom. The J.iteraya Brahmana refers 

to the Pundras as robbers (Dashyus) living beyond the pale 

of .Aryan civilization5. In the Aitareya .Aranyaka, there is 

the earliest mention of va~ga6 . Ba~d~;ana in the Dharmasutra 

regarded the Pundras and the Vaflgas as impure. But the areas . . 
did not remain outside the Aryan influences for long time. 

The Ramayana mentions the Vc:.ngas as people entering into . 
political relation with the Kshatriye. patricians of Ayodhya 

(rtamayana 11.10.37). The i''!Rhabharata describes the campaigns 

of Karna, Vasudeva and Bhlma in Bengal. Karna is said to have 
• 

defeated the Kings of the Pundras ,' the Vc..flgas and Sumhas 
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··~ OhJt, 

and . . VaOga and A0ga into Vishaya7• In the Vanaparva 
I\ 

section of the Mahabnarata, the river Karatoya flowing by 

'· 

the Pundravardhana is regarded as a holy river. This reference to 
•• 

Bengal in the epics shows its inclusion within the folds of_the 

Aryan India. The IchB.raflga-sutta describes the RadhB.s and the 

Vaflgas ·as the Aryans8 , The Buddhist ca~oriical work Sarnyuttanikaya 

as well as the introduction of Telapatta Jataka speaks of the 

Buddha's visit to a locality called Dasaka or Saketa in the 

Sumha country in the South west of .Bengal9 which i_s equivalent 

to RB.db8. Classical historians like curt ius, plutarch Solon ius 

and Diodorus took notice of the people living in the eastern 

India as the people of Gangaridai who had apparently mobilised 

their military strength in anticipation of a possible invasion 

. 10 
of Alexander·~~ 

'• 

In the Deltafturing the third century B.C, the Mauryas 

exercised political control over parts of Bengal is evidenced 

by the discovery of the Manasthan inscription in Pundravardhana. 
• • 

From the archa~ological-excavations at Manasthan, many Mauryan 

coin (Punch-marked) and other artifacts in the 4th or·3rd 

centuries B.C. have been discovered. The outline of the ancient 

city of Pu~~ranagar can now be traced with certain degree of 
'. 

accuracy. The discovery cf another early epigraph ffu~ the 

deltaic region of Bengal (cf Silua in the Noa:-lthali district 

of Bangladesh of the Second Century B. c.) may be mentioned 

~re 10 a 
• 
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It bas' rightly been suggested that Aryanism s·pread 

in Va:Oga through the terri tcry of the Pundras. It appears 
•• 

that the northern & later on Southern areas of Bengal 

became stronghold of Aryan culture 10b. 

After the decline cf the Haurya Empire, a number 

of smaller and shorter lived empires exercised control 

in the central ganges valley and might have dominated 

parts of the Delta. The remains of the Su~gas and the 

Kustanas have been recovered from the Delta. It has not 
• 

been possible to find out the nature of political control 

over the area and, if so, for how long. 

The political history of Bengal from the close of 

the third Century A.D. to the beginning of the fourth 

century A.D. presents an interesting picture of the gradual 

expansion cf the Gupta empire in the province right from 

~ri Gupta who built the Mrlgastnapana stupa at varendra. 
• 

The process of tbe extension of the authority of the Guptas 

was further aggravated during the reigns of Samundragupta, 

Cbandragupta and Skandagupta. The Damcdarpur copper plate 

.. ot Budha Gupta indicates that Northern Bengal formed an 

6 

integral part of his empire. From a border territory(Pratyanta) 

unde-r Samudragupta, Samatata came under the direct rule of the 
• 
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Guptas in 607-03 1~. r. under Va ieys Gupta, a s c icn cf the 

imperial Gupta family. 

The fall of the Gupta empire was marked by the rise 

of petty independent states in several parts cf Ncrth India. 

The feudal ruler~ of Bent;al also took the advc..ntage of the 

p9litical situation to shake cff the fcreifn yoke and the 

powerful independent Kingdoms viz ; Va~ga and Gauda came into . 
existence in the 6th Century A.D. Frcm the 6th to the 9th 

Century A.D. several ether independent minor dynasties came 

into existence. Here we are inciined to confine ourselves tc 

the study of the minor _dynasties and not directly with the 

well known rulers like Gau~ndhl;::a ta~2.flka, and those cf the 

palas and the Sena dynasties. Frcm tne available epigra_I:;hic 

and numismatic sources it appears that during the period from 

the 6th Century A.D. to the 9th Century A.D. Sarnacharadeva, 

- 11 - 12 - 13 Gopachandra and Dharmad i tya, the Ra tas, the Na thas , the 

Khadgas 
14

and the De vas 15 came intc existence in Var'lga-Sa.mata.ta. 

and the dynasty of Jayanega. in Gauda. 

The emergence cf the Palas in '750 A.D. curbed tr.e powers 

cf the minor inde_I::endent dym:.sties c.nd a. scrt cf obsta.cle was 

set in force in the field of the rising of minor dynasties. 

During the time of the decline of the 1-~las in tr_e reigns of 

Go pal~ II and his son Vigre.hapala IJ there erne rt::ed a. number 
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of petty independent Kin6dom~. F'rcm the 10thCent~ry J.;.D. 

tc12th CentL<ry A.D. the dyaasties of tr:e Chandras 
16 

and the 

varmans 17 came into prom int:nce in vanga s ama ta ta in the 

- - - C l - ' Ih •r b ' 13 h 11 Iz.lmaiNainamati LLturc.J. reg1cns ... e 1\am OJaS , a i 

tribe of the Ncrth had earlier captt..;red the Northern and 

Western Bengal. During the disintegrating phase of the 

pala Empire under 11ahlpala II ttere tcok place a rebelJ.icn of 

the feudatories under Divya, a leader of the Kaivarta class 

and curved cut an indeperJdent terrjtcry in Varendrc:. in the 

last part of the 11th Century .h..L. In the Redha subregions, 

the dynasty of turas came into existence at the sc.me period 

which assumed prominence ever Dakshin .ftedha 19. In the RRdha 

region sometime tte 12th Century A.D., a section of Gopa or 

20 Kayastha feudal chiefs known as the Ghoshas emer[ed intc 

the limelight of history. 

A long time after, during the 13th Century, a few small 

independent states also came intc existence in some parts of 

21 
early Bengal. The dynasty of the Devas became prominent in 

Tippera, Noakhali and Chitta.gong regions during the decadant 

stages of the Senas. The Hainamati copper plate of Rar2avarikamalJ.a 

Harikaladeva
22 

unveils history of 2 new dynasty of Pattikera. 

Thus from the available epigraphic and other sources of infcrmat 



it is not altcgetter impossible to scrt out scme dete.iled 

account of the histcry of the miner dyne.sties of Bengal 

stretching from the 6th Century A.D. to the 13th Century 

A.D. A number of scholars while writing the History of 

Bengal made stray reference to the minor dynasties as 

addendum. Among them mention may be made of the works of 

9 

such eminent historians like R.C.Hajumder, History of Bengal, 

vcl.I; N.£\.Roy, Bangallr Itihas, Adiparva(Bengali), D.C.Sircar, 

pal-Sen-yuger Vamsanucharit, palrurva-Yuger Vanlanucharit, 

iSilalekh o T2mrasesc.n2dir Prc.saflgc. (Bengali), H.C.ncy, 

Dynastic History of Ncrth India , Vel. I, R. P. Chc.nda, 

Gan~arE:Jamala (Bengali), A. K. Haitreya, Gan~alekhamala(Bengali), 

Fall of the FB:la Empire, N. N. vasu, vatJger Jatiya Itihas, 

N. G. Majumdar·, Inscrirtion.s of Bengal, Vel. III, R. G. Be.sak, 

A History of North Eastern Indic., J •• H. Choudhury, Dync-:stic 

History of Bengal, Sahe.narc. Hussain, Everyday Life of the F3.las 

and many other bocks and Journals have thrown immense light on 

the subject. out no serious c.ttem~t hc.s so far been made to 

work out a comprehensive hi~tcry of tte t1inor dync.sties and 

their role in the making of the composite history of Bengal 

in the early cent u r ie s • b.S a result ci tr:e erne rge nee of 

ia£aflka c:nd the prominent dyn&sties of tne palas and the Senas, 

the role of the miner dynasties has been eve rshadcl ved. 
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Hence we intend to make up the lacuna in the historical study 

of the rebicn with the help cf available sources. 

Besides coins and monuments which are lying scattered 

in the different parts cf the regions with which we are 

concerned, a iarge number of inscriptions came tc cur great 

assistance. The inscriptions are nc t iced and recorded by 

many schoiars like A· K. Naitreya, N. G. Hajumder, D. C. Sircar 

and A. H. Dani. Recently R. R. Mukherjee and S. K. t1aiti have 

compiled the inscriptions of Bengal. But more recent discoveries 

in mid-Bengal and the deltaic region cf Bengal (BangJ,adesh) 

awaits fresh interpretation. These materials undoubtedly are 

to be taken into consideration. 

The literary sources, llcwever, shed we...Lccme light to 

the various Socio-religious probiems of the regions, particularly 

in the context of the social tension that we visualise in the 

outbreak of the Kaivarta rebellion, are mostlJZ available from 

the 11th and 12th Century A.D. onwards. Among these we may 

mention Brihadharmapurana, Brahma- Vai va rtapurana, Rame.chari t, 
' . . 

Dayc:bhaga of J1mutavahana, Chh~ccge. Ke.rmanushthan-paddhe.ti cf 

Bha~~abhavadeva, Mima~sasarvasva of Halayudha etc . 

.For the convenience cf study we have divided the work 

into several chapters in adcition to the present one where we 

have attempted to outline the his tort cal geography, aod the 
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background of the rise of independent Kingdoms in early 

Bengal. 

In the next cnapter followed a discussion en the 

minor independent dynasties that flourished during the 

period from the 6th Century A.D. to the 9th Century A.D. 

These include the rules of Va~ga Kings like Gcpachandra, 

Dharmaditya and Sarnacharadeva who emerged in the political 

scene in post- Gupta epoch. The rise of the R.atas, the N2thas, 

the Khadgas, and the De vas in Sam a ta ta and the Nag a dynasty 
• • 

in Gauda have also been taken into consideration in this 

Chapter. 

In the Third we are mainly concerned with the dyne.sties 

flourished during the 10th to 11th Century J. .D. V-ie have 

discussed in details the history of the emergence of the 

rule of the Kambojas and the Kaivartas in varendra and the 

Chandras in Va~ga-samatata. The historical background of the 

dynasties their political activities, conquest of territories 

and other factors have been treated with special em~hasis. 

In the Fourth we have deed t with the emergence of 

minor dynasties which f~ourished from the 12th to 13th Century 

A.D. This includes the study of the dynasties like the 

varman, the Devas and fianava~Kcmalla i~ Va~ga-Samatata and 
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the Ghoshas in .Radha. The factors facilitatin~:: their emer!::ence 

and other relevant matters hc:ve been discu.ssed here. 

In the Fifth we deal with the Socio-Economic position 

of the people of that 'lfime. The Socio-econor:,ic interc:ctions 

am one; d iffe rent rulers, their e ccnom ic resources, condition 

of agriculture, industry, trc:de and ccmrnerce, medium cf 

exchange, presence cf gold coins in the delta and its impact 

have been dealt with. 

In the last Chc:pter we intend tc study the religious 

condition of that time. The position cf Buddhism, the influence 

of Brahmanical Hinduism, Tantricism and the subsequent decline 

.of Buddhism have been nc:rrated here in scme detail. 

A discussion on the problem cf currency during the 

period cf our study has also been incorporated in the 

appendiX. A mc:p and a few relevant plates hc:ve c:lso been 

agpended at the end. 
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